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Driving with your pet could cost you - here are the rules and when it could invalidate your
insurance
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Why driving with your dog in the car could land you
a £5,000 fine
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By letting pets ride with their heads out of the window, millions of drivers are unwittingly breaking

the law  (Image: Westend61)
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Families heading out on staycations and day trips this summer are being reminded to keep

an eye on their pets to avoid a hefty fine on the road.

As the school holidays kick off, parents should be aware that travelling with their dog in the

passenger seat could risk a £5,000 bill.

It means a quick trip to the park or even further by car could end up leaving you thousands

out of pocket. And that's just the start of it.

The warning comes as comparison website MoneySuperMarket uncovers that almost a

quarter of drivers let a pet sit unrestrained in their car – leaving them unprotected in the

event of a claim.
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That equates to nearly 10 million road users possibly choosing to take a risky trip with their

pet in tow.

What's the risk?

At worst, you could end up without a licence as well as a car - with no insurance to back you

up, either.

While the law says driving with your pet in the back is perfectly acceptable, failing to buckle

them in could cost you.

That's up to £5,000 for 'careless driving' as well as the risk of an accident on the road.

To make matters worse, if you do have an accident, you'll have broken the rules, making it

harder to prove it wasn't your pet's fault. In short, there's a huge chance your insurer will

refuse to pay out.

Rachel Wait, at MoneySuperMarket, commented: "While driving with your pet in your car –

whether in the boot or on a seat – might seem like a harmless way of getting from A to B, the

truth is you can risk invalidating your car insurance.

"If you’re in a prang with an unrestrained pet in your car, insurers may use it against you –

regardless of whether it was as a direct result of the animal itself – so it’s worth being on the

safe side and making sure ‘man’s best friend’ is properly restrained.

"Always read your policy in full to make sure you have the correct level of cover for your

needs. If not, shop around to see if you are getting the best deal – you could save up to

£245 per year simply by switching provider, and it doesn't take long to do."

What the law says
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According to guidelines, unrestrained pets could cause accidents, near misses or emergency

stops.

As a result, parents are advised to keep an eye on them as thousands head out on driving

holidays for the warm weather.

Comparison website Confused.com said more than half of pet-owning drivers don't realise

letting their pet loose in the car could also invalidate their insurance.

It found one in 10 drivers have had an accident while travelling in their car with a pet, while

others know someone that has.

Pets most likely to be in the car

Driving with or without speed with a loose pet in the car could prove extremely dangerous
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One driver reported their dog jumped out of the window while stationary at traffic lights -

and another received a fine for letting their pooch climb to the front.

It's not just dogs, either, with unpredictable cats being equally dangerous. One driver said

their cat settled in the footwell beside the pedals after escaping from its box.

According to rule 57 of the Highway Code, "When in a vehicle make sure dogs or other

animals are suitably restrained so they cannot distract you while you are driving or injure

you, or themselves, if you stop quickly.

"A seat belt harness, pet carrier, dog cage or dog guard are ways of restraining animals in

cars."

The Highway Code states drivers need to ensure "dogs or other animals are suitably restrained so

that they cannot distract you while you are driving or injure you, or themselves, if you stop too

quickly". (Image: Moment RF)
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And while disobeying the Highway Code doesn't carry a direct penalty, if you're deemed to

be distracted on the road, you can be fined £1,000 on the spot for 'careless driving'. This

carries a maximum fine of £5,000 and nine penalty points depending on the severity of it.

In extreme cases, the incident could also result in a driving ban and a compulsory re-test.

The law recommends a seat belt harness, pet carrier, dog cage or guard as ways of

restraining your pet while driving.

You can pick up a pet seat belt (that clips on to their collar like a lead, then into a

seatbelt socket) for £3.96 or a car harness for less than £10.

If you'd rather let them roam free in the boot, pet-barrier safety nets can be found for

less than £5.
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Abrahamsen
279 DAYS AGO

In answer to both your posts, the images were probably carelessly reversed but one has to
make allowances, it IS the Daily Mirror after all, and was probably done by an office junior or
work experience student.

1Share Report  0

mirrorman555
279 DAYS AGO

No government want make for money only that's bloody silly 

1Reply Share Report  0

JaneyBrown
279 DAYS AGO

I have never ever let my dogs run free in the car. They have a harness on when I walk them and it
also doubles up as a car restraint. You put the seat belt through the handle part. Not only is is
dangerous not to harness them in, I would never ever want to put my dogs life at risk by not doing
it. They can also fly and kill the driver by flying into the back of their head. All three of mine sit in
the back with a seat belt each. People who don’t do this should not be allowed to have a dog.
Totally irresponsible not to.
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Lamborghini worth '£300k' wrecked after driver smashes
into motorway barrier

HOSPITALS

Boy's death from infection linked to bird poo 'could end in
criminal court'

TROPHY HUNTING

British trophy hunters blasted for paying £3,000 to kill 100
puffins at a time

BORIS JOHNSON

Boris Johnson kicks off snap UK tour and £1bn spending
blitz for no-deal Brexit
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US newsreader breaks down in tears over Trump's 'racist'
tweet attack on city

NHS

NHS patients being served hospital food that’s been in the
freezer for a year

RNLI

Man freed after he was trapped in rocks for hours with
'water up to his neck'

RAPE

Woman 'raped at pub' as police arrest man, 21, over alleged
attack

CRIME

Grenades and mystery chemicals found in house spark
mass evacuation
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Couple's ceiling collapses under the weight of two
enormous snakes mating

HATE CRIME

Woman hurls homophobic abuse at man draped in LGBT
flag at Pride march
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